Short List No. 210 - 2016.

Concerning New Zealand.
1  **Andersen, Johannes.**  **THE LURE OF NEW ZEALAND BOOK COLLECTING.**  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], 118; index; original cloth-backed papered boards; a nice copy. Auckland; Whitcombe and Tombs Limited; 1936.  

***Chapter XII - Short List of Collectors’ Books and Values (q.v.). Nicely printed on laid paper. #33598  A$100.00***

A$450.00
3  Begg, A. Charles & Begg, Neil C.  **DUSKY BAY.**  [In the Steps of Captain Cook]. Foreword by the Right Hon. The Viscount Cobham. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 240(last blank); 18 maps & figures, 12 coloured & 16 b/w. plates, 3 appendices, bibliography, index; a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper; scarce. Christchurch; Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd; (1966). #50617  

**A$95.00**
4  **Billing, Graham.**  *SOUTH. Man and Nature in Antarctica.* A New Zealand View. Illustrations Editor: Guy Mannering. Demy 4to, Second Edition, Third Impression; pp. 208; 2 endpaper maps, 207 illus (155 coloured & many full-page); original blue-white canvas, lettered in blue on spine and front board; a fine copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. Wellington; A. H. & A. W. Reed; (1973). **Not in Spence. Renard 137. #42892 A$70.00**
5  Brownson, Ron.  **JOHN KINDER PHOTOGRAPHS.**  Oblong 8vo, First Edition; pp. 64; 45 full-page photos., checklist; original stiff wrappers. Auckland; Auckland City Art Gallery; (1985). ***Catalogue, with introductory text, of an exhibition of fine New Zealand photographs made by John Kinder between 1862 and 1872. #34341  A$45.00
6  **Bruce**, Theodore, & Co:  **CATALOGUE OF THE CHARLES R. J. GLOVER LIBRARY** relating to Australia, New Guinea, New Zealand and the South Seas.  Melbourne, November 30 & December 1, 2, 3, 4, 1970.  Med. 8vo; pp. [ii], x, 292(last blank); frontispiece portrait; 2787 lots; list of prices realised loosely inserted; original red stiff wrappers, gilt; a nice copy.  Adelaide; Theodore Bruce & Co.; 1970.  ***Presentation copy signed by Ian Bruce and also by the compilers, Valmai Hanel and Margaret Burden.  #34836  

A$50.00
7 Byron, Kenneth W. *LOST TREASURES IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND*. With maps by Josephine Mayo. First Edition; pp. 232; 16 plates (full-page maps); appendix, bibliography, notes, references, index; original cloth; a nice copy in silverfished dustwrapper. Sydney; Ure Smith; (1964). #2056

A$75.00
#39516  
A$40.00
9 Cobbe, Hugh; Editor. **COOK’S VOYAGES AND THE PEOPLES OF THE PACIFIC.** Cr. 4to, First Australian Edition; pp. 144(last blank); double-page map, 14 coloured illustrations on 8 plates, 117 b/w. illustrations & maps, references; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. Canberra; Australian National University Press; 1979. ***Including interesting photographs of artefacts, etc. #2157

A$75.00
10  **Collins, David.** *AN ACCOUNT OF THE ENGLISH COLONY IN NEW SOUTH WALES:* With Remarks on the Dispositions, Customs, Manners &c. of the Native Inhabitants of that Country. To which are added, some Particulars of New Zealand; compiled, by Permission, from the MSS. of Lieutenant-Governor King. By David Collins, Esquire. [An Account of a Voyage performed by Captain Flinders and Mr. Bass; by which the Existence of a Strait separating Van Diemen’s Land from the Continent of New Holland was ascertained. Abstracted from the Journal of Mr. Bass. By Lieutenant-Colonel Collins, of the Royal Marines, - Vol. II] Late Judge-Advocate and Secretary of the Colony. Illustrated by Engravings. 2 vols., 4to, Facsimile of First Edition; Vol. I, pp. [ii], xx, xl, 622(last 3 blank); 2 charts (1 folding), 18 plates, 4 text illustrations; Vol. II, pp. [ii], xvi, 336; 1 full-page chart, 5 plates (4 coloured) & 4 text illustrations (2 coloured); 12 appendices, including vocabulary, postscript; original buckram; a nice set. [Adelaide; Libraries Board of South Australia; 1971]. ***Australiana Facsimile Editions, No. 76 (1002 sets produced). Originally published London, Printed for T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies, 1798-1802. #6438  A$375.00
11  **Cook,** Captain James. *CAPTAIN COOK’S JOURNAL DURING HIS FIRST VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD* made in H.M. Bark “Endeavour” 1768-71. A Literal Transcription of the Original MSS. With Notes and Introduction. Edited by Captain W. J. L. Wharton, R.N., F.R.S., Hydrographer of the Admiralty. Illustrated by Maps and Facsimiles. Thick 4to, First Edition; pp. lvi, 400; portrait with facsimile signature, 3-sheet folding chart in pocket (facsimile of Cook’s original chart of the East Australian Coastline), 4 other folding charts & 4 plates, index; original olive-green cloth, gilt, with bevelled edges; entirely uncut; (slight foxing of uncut edges only); an unusually nice, bright copy; very scarce. London; Elliot Stock; 1893. ***Holmes 91; Beddie 683. The original Journal, known as the CORNER Journal, is in the Mitchell Library, Sydney. The work includes a nominal roll of the “Endeavour’s” company, and a sketch of COOK’s life. It is the first publication of one of Cook’s Journals in an unmutilated form. #2161  

A$1100.00
12 Cooper, R. C. and Cambie, R. C. *NEW ZEALAND’S ECONOMIC NATIVE PLANTS*. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [xiv], 234; 16 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations & figures, references, index; original slick pictorial papered boards; a fine copy. Auckland; Oxford University Press; (1991). #36592 A$45.00
13 **Dornbusch**, C. E.; **THE NEW ZEALAND ARMY.** A Bibliography. First Edition; pp. [viii], 120(last blank); frontispiece, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy; scarce. Cornwallville, N.Y.; Hope Farm Press; 1961. ***Number 3 in a series of military books. Edition of 300 copies only. #50673  
**A$125.00**
14  *Dumont d’Urville*, Captain (later Rear-Admiral) Jules S-C.  An account in two volumes of *TWO VOYAGES TO THE SOUTH SEAS*.  To Australia, New Zealand, Oceania 1826-1829 in the corvette Astrolabe and to the Straits of Magellan, Chile, Oceania, South East Asia, Australia, Antarctica, New Zealand and Torres Strait 1837-1840 in the corvettes Astrolabe and Zelee.  Translated from the French and edited by Helen Rosenman.  2 vols., approx. cr. 4to, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. liv, 312, [2] (blank); Vol. II, pp. xii, 313-634, [2](blank); 29 maps (2 double-page & 11 full-page), frontispiece to each vol., 12 coloured & 32 b/w. plates, 17 appendices, notes, bibliography, biographical & general indices; original full canvas binding in cloth slipcase (the slipcase slightly marked); a fine set.  Melbourne; Melbourne University Press; 1987.  ***A very important work of very wide interest giving for the first time a full account in English of these major French voyages to the Australasian, Pacific and Antarctic regions. Volume I includes detailed accounts of King George Sound in Western Australia, New South Wales, New Britain, New Ireland, and the north coast of New Guinea, Van Diemen’s Land including a stay in Hobart Town; Vanikoro & many other islands in the Pacific. Volume II includes accounts of the Straits of Magellan, again many parts of the Pacific including New Zealand, two visits to the Antarctic regions including the discovery and exploration of Adelie Land and a further stay in Hobart Town. The natural history, anthropology and history of the places visited is described in great detail. Not in Renard; Rosove 108.A1.  A fine production nicely printed on good paper and with interesting and attractive illustrations.  #18047  

A$450.00
15  du Rietz, Rolf.  **DANIEL DJURBERGS NAMN PA AUSTRALIEN** (cover title). Med. 8vo; pp. 81-100; bibliography & summary (English); original wrappers. Uppsala (?); Reprinted from Ymer; 1961. ***Concerning the origin of the name “Ulimaroa” (of Maori origin) appearing on maps of Australia by Daniel Djurberg. Text in Swedish with English quotations and summary in English. #20607  

A$45.00
Duyker, Edward. **DUMONT D’URVILLE.** Explorer & Polymath. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 672(last blank); 10 maps, 64 illustrations, appendix, notes, glossary, sources, index; original papered boards; (corners bumped, otherwise a fine copy in dustwrapper). [Dunedin]; Otago [University Press]; (2014). ***Explorer Jules-Sebastien-Cesar Dumont d’Urville (1790-1842) is sometimes called France’s Captain Cook. Born less than a year after the beginning of the French Revolution, he lived through turbulent times. He was an erudite polymath: a maritime explorer fascinated by botany, entomology, ethnography and the diverse languages of the world. As a young ensign he was decorated for his pivotal part in France’s acquisition of the famous Venus de Milo. D’Urville’s voyages and writings meshed with an emergent French colonial impulse in the Pacific. In this magnificent biography Edward Duyker reveals that D’Urville had secret orders to search for the site for a potential French penal colony in Australia. He also effectively helped to precipitate pre-emptive British settlement on several parts of the Australian coast. D’Urville visited New Zealand in 1824, 1827 and 1840. This wide-ranging survey examines his scientific contribution, including the plants and animals he collected, and his conceptualisation of the peoples of the Pacific: it was he who first coined the terms Melanesia and Micronesia. D’Urville helped to confirm the fate of the missing French explorer Laperouse, took Charles X into exile after the Revolution of 1830, and crowned his navigational achievements with two pioneering Antarctic descents. Edward Duyker has used primary documents that have long been overlooked by other historians. He dispels many myths and errors about this daring explorer of the age of sail and offers his readers grand adventure and surprising drama and pathos [from the blurb]. #65676 A$70.00
17 Farquhar, I. J. **UNION FLEET.** 1875-1968. Being a list of ships owned by the Union Steam Ship Company of N. Z. Ltd., since its inception in Dunedin in 1875, together with a list of some of the significant dates in the history of the Line. With illustrations by J. E. Hobbs. First Edition; pp. [viii], 56; 12 plates, index, chronology; original pictorial wrappers; a fine copy. Wellington; New Zealand Ship and Marine Society; 1968. #29682

$A45.00
18 **Ferguson**, Charles D. **EXPERIENCES OF A FORTY-NINER IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.** F’cap 4to, First Edition (in this form); pp. xxvi, 182(last blank); portrait & 10 illustrations by Ninon Phillips, index; original cloth (with slight production flaw); a very good copy. Melbourne; Gaston Renard; 1979. ***Limited to 450 numbered copies, this being an out-of-series copy. The Author spent thirty-three years in Australia and New Zealand, mainly on the diggings. This edition is a reprint, with new illustrations, of the Australian and New Zealand portion of the original work of 1888 covering California and Australia. #432  

A$35.00
Ferguson, Charles D.  **EXPERIENCES OF A FORTY-NINER IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.**  Introduction by E. Daniel Potts and Annette Potts.  Line Drawings by Ninon Phillips.  F’cap 4to; pp. xxvi, 182; portrait & 10 illustrations by Ninon Phillips, index; original cloth; a fine copy.  Melbourne; Gaston Renard Publisher; 1979.  ***Limited Edition of 450 numbered copies, this copy being one of thirty which were signed by the Artist.  The Author spent thirty-three years in Australia and New Zealand, mainly on the diggings.  This edition is a reprint, with new illustrations, of the Australian and New Zealand portion of the original work of 1888 covering California and Australia.  #21752  

A$100.00
20  FitzRoy, Captain Robert.  *A NARRATIVE OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. BEAGLE* being passages from the Narrative written by Captain Robert FitzRoy, R.N., together with extracts from his logs, reports and letters; additional material from the diary and letters of Charles Darwin, notes from Midshipman Philip King and letters from Second Lieutenant Bartholomew Sulivan.  Selected and edited by David Stanbury.  Med. 8vo, First Edition (in this form), Second Impression; pp. 360; endpaper map, coloured portrait frontispiece by Augustus Earle, 11 coloured plates (9 by Augustus Earle & 1 by Owen Stanley); original colour-printed pictorial cloth; a fine copy in slipcase.  London; Folio Society; 1977 (1979).  #66406  

*A$95.00*
21 Frame, Janet. **THE EDGE OF THE ALPHABET.** First U.S. Edition; pp. [xii], 304; original decorated cloth; (name on endpaper); a nice copy in worn dustwrapper. New York; George Braziller; 1962. 

#40266

A$55.00
|   | **Frame, Janet. THE ADAPTABLE MAN.** First U.S. Edition; pp. [vi], 278; original cloth; (small label & inscription on front endpaper, otherwise a nice copy). New York; George Braziller; 1965. A$35.00 |
23 **Frame, Janet.** **DAUGHTER BUFFALO.** A Novel. First Edition; pp. [xii], 212; a nice copy in faded dustwrapper. New York; George Braziller; (1972). #40267

A$45.00
24 Gunther, John. **INSIDE AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.**
Completed and Edited by William H. Forbis. First Edition; pp. xiv, 370; 5 maps; bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; Hamish Hamilton; (1972). ***Includes a section on New Guinea. #4361

A$25.00
25 Hackforth-Jones, Jocelyn. **AUGUSTUS EARLE.** Travel Artist. Paintings and drawings in the Rex Nan Kivell Collection National Library of Australia. Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. x, 158(last blank); 16 coloured & 168 b/w. illustrations, 2 appendices (including chronology), bibliography; original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Canberra; National Library of Australia; 1980. #29490

A$85.00
26 Hayter, Adrian. **THE YEAR OF THE QUIET SUN.** One Year at Scott Base, Antarctica: a personal impression. First Edition; pp. 192 (last blank); endpaper maps, 8 plates, appendix; original blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in gilt; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (London); Hodder and Stoughton; (1968). ***Spence 578; Renard 679. 

#4811

A$45.00
27 Helm, A. S. & Miller, J. H. **ANTARCTICA.** The story of the New Zealand Party of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 436(last blank); endpaper maps, 8 coloured & 32 b/w. plates; appendices, bibliography, index; a very good copy in worn dustwrapper. Wellington; Government Printer; 1964. ***Spence 582; Renard 696. #4002 A$95.00
28 Hiscock, Eric C. **TWO YACHTS, TWO VOYAGES.** First Edition; pp. [viii], 168(last blank); 3 charts, 8 plates, 2 figures, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (London); Adlard Coles Limited; (1984). ***Voyages from New Zealand to Canada and return via Fiji, Vanuatu, New Caledonia and Australia by the Author and his wife at over 70 years of age. #37745

A$30.00
29  **Hocken, T. M.**  *A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE LITERATURE RELATING TO NEW ZEALAND.*  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 620(last blank); addenda, index; (useful annotations to margins of a couple of pages); original cloth; a very good copy; scarce. Wellington, N.Z.; Printed by John Mackay, Government Printer; 1909.  *[with]*

**Johnstone, A. H.; Compiled by.**  *SUPPLEMENT TO HOCKEN’S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NEW ZEALAND LITERATURE.*  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], 74(last adv.); index; (some foxing); original cloth; scarce. Auckland; Whitcombe and Tombs Limited; 1927.  

#22523  A$350.00
30 Jackson, Gainor W.  **THE NEW ZEALAND BEACH AND BOATING BOOK.** Written and illustrated by Gainor W. Jackson. First Edition; pp. viii, 120; numerous illustrations, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in worn dustwrapper. Auckland; Cassell; (1962). #25306

**A$30.00**
31 [Jordan, William; Text by]. **THE ROYAL TOUR OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND IN PICTURES.** Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. [120]; coloured frontispiece, very numerous illustrations (including 20 pp. in colour); original embossed cloth, gilt; a very good copy. [Melbourne]; A Colorgravure Publication; N.D. [1954]. #58216

A$30.00
32 Kelly, Leslie G. **MARION DUFRESNE AT THE BAY OF ISLANDS.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 114, [2](blank); 3 double-page & 5 full-page maps & plans, 2 double-page & 9 full-page plates, appendix, references, index; original cloth; a very good copy in worn & taped dustwrapper; scarce. Wellington; A. H. & A. W. Reed; (1951). #19353 A$225.00
33  **Kippis, Andrew.  **THE LIFE OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK.  
Totque maris vastaeque exhausta Pericula Terrae.  Virg.  By Andrew Kippis, D.D. F.R.S. and S.A.  London:  Printed for G. Nicol, Bookseller to His Majesty, in Pall-Mall; and G. G. J. and J. Robinson, Pater-noster Row.  M.DCC.LXXVIII.  4to, First Edition; pp. xvi, 528(last advert.); portrait frontispiece; half calf, with raised bands in contemporary style, with marbled sides; (tooth marks to upper right-hand corner of front board only; faint marks from pressed leaf to a couple of leaves; a light waterstain to upper & inner margins only of a few leaves at end); notwithstanding these slight blemishes a very nice, generally clean & crisp copy, complete with half-title; scarce.  London; Printed for G. Nicol [etc.]; 1788.  ***Holmes 69; Beddie 32; Forbes 149.  #43312  
A$2750.00
34 Knight, Hardwicke. **PHOTOGRAPHY IN NEW ZEALAND.** A Social and Technical History. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 196; over 200 illustrations (some full-page), 3 appendices, sources, lists of N.Z. photographers, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. Dunedin; John McIndoe; (1971).

#33522

**A$85.00**
35  Laurent, John; Campbell, Margaret.  **THE EYE OF REASON.**  Charles Darwin in Australasia.  First Edition; pp. 88; portrait frontispiece, map, 71 illustrations, references; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy.  (North Wollongong); University of Wollongong Press; (1987).  #66408  

  A$35.00
36 [Lawlor, Patrick A.]: NEW ZEALAND COLLECTORS’ MONOGRAPHS, Nos. 1-6, complete. Edited by “Shibli Bagarag”. 6 vols., First Edition; No. 1, White’s Ancient History of the Maori, by Johannes C. Andersen, pp. [ii], 4; frontispiece; No. 2, The Best New Zealand Books: A list for Libraries, Students and Collectors, compiled by P. A. Lawlor, pp. vi, 10(last 3 blank); frontispiece; one of 50 numbered & signed copies; No. 3. Mansfieldiana: A Brief Katherine Mansfield Bibliography, with an Introduction by G. N. Morris, pp. vi, 10(last blank); frontispiece; No. 4. New Zealand Book-Plates: Illustrated History & Bibliography, by “Shibli Bagarag”, pp. [iv], 8; 11 illustrations; No. 5, The Caxton Press, Some Impressions and a Bibliography, by P. A. Lawlor, pp. 20; full-page illust.; No. 6. A Katherine Mansfield Enthusiast: The Work of Guy N. Morris, by P. A. Lawlor, pp. 18(last blank); frontispiece; original wrappers; all fine copies; scarce. Wellington; Beltane Book Bureau; [1947]-1948-1948-1951-1951. ***All published. #33352 A$250.00
37 Lawlor, P. A. **BOOKS AND BOOKMEN.** New Zealand and Overseas. Original Illustrations by Margaret Lawlor. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 268, [4](blank); frontispiece in red & black, 12 b/w. plates, 23 text illustrations & several additional tail-pieces, index; original buckram; a fine copy in slightly defective dustwrapper; scarce. Wellington; Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd.; 1954. ***Edition limited to 400 numbered and signed copies for sale. #58679 A$145.00
Levey, George Collins. **HUTCHINSON’S AUSTRALASIAN ENCYCLOPAEDIA.** Comprising a Description of all Places in the Australasian Colonies, an Account of the Events which have taken place in Australasia from its Discovery to the Present Date and the Biographies of Distinguished Early Colonists. Post 8vo, First Edition; pp. [iv], 440, 16(adv.); large folding map; original quarter roan (spine ends worn & back-strip repaired; some inked annotations - principally headlines and other finding aids); a very good copy; scarce. London; Hutchinson & Co.; 1892. ***The work is strong on Australian and New Zealand geographical place names. #20037  A$175.00
39  **Lewin**, Evans; Librarian.  **SUBJECT CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL EMPIRE SOCIETY, FORMERLY ROYAL COLONIAL INSTITUTE.** Volume Two [only] - The Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand, the South Pacific, General Voyages and Travels, and Arctic and Antarctic Regions. Thick demy 4to, First Edition; pp. [viii], viii, 762(last blank), [2](recto errata, verso colophon); index of authors; original buckram (spine faded); a fine copy; scarce. (London; Royal Empire Society); 1931.  

#19886

A$250.00
40 MacDougall, A. K. **ANZACS. AUSTRALIANS AT WAR.** A Narrative History Illustrated by Photographs from the Nation’s Archives. Roy. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. 288; numerous b/w. illustrations & a few maps, list of VCs, index; original slick pictorial papered boards; a fine copy. (Chatswood, NSW); The Currawong Press (an imprint of Reed Books); (1994). ***First published in 1991. Gallipoli to the Gulf War: #29447

A$40.00
41 McKellar, N. L. **FROM DERBY ROUND TO BURKETOWN.**  
The A.U.S.N. Story. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 682; numerous illustrations, appendix, bibliography, index of Ships’ Names & general index; original papered boards; a very good copy in very worn dustwrapper. (St. Lucia, Queensland); University of Queensland Press; (1977). ***The Australasian United Steam Navigation Co. A$65.00

#52176
42 McLaren, Ian F. THE CAXTON PRESS OF CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND. Annotated Bibliography 1933-1977 of items mainly held in the collection of the compiler. 4to, First Edition; pp. xviii, 132; several illustrations; original wrappers; a fine copy. Melbourne; Dalriada Press; 1993. ***Edition limited to 50 numbered copies, this copy unnumbered. #39634

A$65.00
43 McLintock, A. H.; Editor. **AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF NEW ZEALAND.** 3 vols., thick cr. 4to, First Edition; Vol. 1, pp. xxxii, 928; Vol. 2, pp. 894; Vol. 3, pp. 848 (last 5 blanks for notes); coloured endpaper & numerous other maps, numerous illustrations, fig., diagrams, tables, etc., glossary to each vol., index; original buckram; a fine set in dustwrappers. Wellington; R. E. Owen, Government Printer; 1966. #24852

A$145.00
44  **Maling**, Peter Bromley. *EARLY CHARTS OF NEW ZEALAND 1542-1851*. Demy folio, First Edition; pp. 136; 21 full-page coloured & tinted maps, 38 full-page b/w. maps, appendix, bibliography, index; a fine copy in original half morocco, gilt; in original slipcase gilt; very scarce. Wellington; A. H. & A. W. Reed; (1969). ***Edition Limited to 500 numbered copies. A very handsome production, nicely printed in red and black. #28427 A$750.00
45 Marden, Luis. **HUZZA FOR OTAHEITE!** Modern-day Bounty, a replica of the square-rigger Captain Bligh knew, relives history in the South Seas. Super roy. 8vo; pp. 435-459; numerous coloured illustrations; contained in the complete issue of The National Geographic Magazine, April, 1962; original wrappers. Washington; National Geographic Society; 1962. ***Including two other articles on the Pacific and one on New Zealand. #13263  

A$15.00
46  Mellersh, H. E. L.  **FITZROY OF THE BEAGLE.**  First U.S. Edition; pp. 308, [2](blank); 2 full-page maps, portrait frontispiece & 8 plates, appendix, bibliographical note, index; original cloth; a nice copy in faded & slightly worn dustwrapper.  (U.S.A.); Mason & Lipscomb Publishers; (1968).  #15772  

A$65.00
47  Metcalf, L. J.  THE CULTIVATION OF NEW ZEALAND TREES AND SHRUBS.  Super roy. 8vo, Third Edition; pp. xxii, 346; 16 coloured plates, 72 b/w. illustrations, 68 figures, appendix, glossary, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Auckland); Reed Methuen; (1987).  #36622  A$85.00
48  Metcalf, Lawrie.  **THE CULTIVATION OF NEW ZEALAND PLANTS.**  Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 260, [2](blank); 2 endpaper maps, 36 coloured plates, numerous text illustrations, appendix, glossary, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Auckland); Godwit; (1993). #23500  **A$85.00**
49 Montague, R. H.  **DRESS AND INSIGNIA OF THE BRITISH ARMY IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 1770-1870.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 124; 6 plates & 131 other illustrations, 4 appendices, bibliography; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; Library of Australian History; 1981. #629  

A$25.00
50 Montague, R. H.  *How to Trace Your Military Ancestors* in Australia and New Zealand. First Edition; pp. 158 (last blank); several illustrations, glossary, 4 appendices, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; (first & last leaves browned; name on half-title); a nice copy. (Sydney); Hale & Iremonger; (1989). #31112

A$30.00
51 Morris, Roger. **SAIL CHANGE.** Tall Ships in New Zealand Waters. Oblong f’cap folio, First Edition; pp. 48; 19 fine full-page coloured illustrations from paintings by the Author, several smaller coloured & b/w. illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Auckland); Published by David Bateman; (1981). #21312   A$35.00
52 Nan Kivell, Rex & Spence, Sydney. PORTRAITS OF THE FAMOUS AND INFAMOUS. Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific 1492 - 1970. Demy folio, First Edition; pp. [iv](frontispiece & decorative title, both coloured), 332; 61 coloured & 295 b/w. illustrations (including many full-page of both); entries alphabetically arranged; a very good copy in original imitation vellum. London; Rex Nan Kivell and Sydney Spence; [1974]. #22051 A$65.00
53  **New Zealand**: **NEW ZEALAND.** Scenic Playground of the Pacific. Square 4to; pp. 32; numerous illustrations; original wrappers (fore-edge of wrapper slightly frayed); a very good copy. [Wellington; G. H. Loney, Government Printer (Folder Issued by Tourist & Publicity Dept.); c. 1934]. ***Designed to be folded vertically in half, with a light vertical crease throughout. #26913

A$35.00
Nicholson, Ian. **LOG OF LOGS.** A Catalogue of logs, Journals, Shipboard Diaries, letters, and all forms of Voyage Narratives, 1788 to 1988, for Australia and New Zealand, and surrounding Oceans. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. x, 630; 105 illusts., index. [with]


Nicholson, Ian. **LOG OF LOGS.** Volume Three. A Catalogue of Logs, Journals, Shipboard Diaries, Letters, and all forms of Voyage Narratives, 1788 to 1988, for Australia and New Zealand, and surrounding Oceans. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xvi, 500; very numerous text illusts., bibliog., index. Together, three volumes, complete; each volume in original vinyl, gilt, with stiff pictorial wrappers bound in; a very fine set; rare thus. [Canberra]; A Roebuck Book; N.D. [1990, 1993, 1999]. ***Roebuck Society Publication Nos. 41, 47 and 52. Each volume is one of a limited quantity of hardcovered copies bound for the author. Twenty years in the compilation the first volume lists over 6000 ships in alphabetical order with references to over 60,000 narratives of all types of voyages in Australian and New Zealand waters and surrounding oceans, 1788-1988. There is a separate index to Authors of private journals and diaries. Many of the illustrations have never before been reproduced. The second volume, of equal size to its predecessor, adds a huge number of new entries and additional information on a great many of those listed in Volume I. As in the first volume there is a separate index to Authors of private journals and diaries, and many interesting illustrations, some not before reproduced. The third and final volume, almost as large as its predecessors, adds a huge number of new entries and additional information. As in the previous volumes there is a separate index of Authors of private journals and diaries, and many interesting illustrations, some not before reproduced. A most useful, even essential, historical and maritime reference of immense utility. #67057

A$600.00
55 Parsons, Ronald. STEAMERS IN THE SOUTH. 4to, First Edition; pp. 128; numerous illustrations, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Adelaide); Rigby; (1979). ***Covering the rise and hey-day of the steamship as it replaced sail, and was in turn superseded, the text is accompanied by an interesting series of photographs covering the period from the 1840’s to the 1970’s. #49433 A$40.00
56 **Price, Petty Officer Harry. THE ROYAL TOUR 1901.** Or the Cruise of H.M.S. Ophir. Being a lower deck account of their Royal Highnesses, the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall and York’s voyage around the British Empire. Impl. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [200](last blank); portrait frontispiece, very numerous coloured illustrations; original papered boards; (stamp on half-title); a nice copy in torn dustwrapper. Exeter, England; Webb & Bower; (1980). ***A facsimile of Price’s handwritten and attractively illustrated account of the future King and Queen’s tour of almost all the British Empire except India. Price’s hand is neat and clearly legible. #28581 A$20.00
57  **Quartermain, L. B.**  *TWO HUTS IN THE ANTARCTIC.*
Antarctic Division New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 86, [2](blank); 4 full-page maps, 16 plates, 1 full-page diagram; original stiff pictorial wrappers sewn into protective plain wrapper; a fine copy. Wellington; R. E. Owen, Government Printer; 1963.  ***Spence 946; Renard 1268.***

#4809  
A$95.00
Raynal, F. E. **LES NAUFRAGES**, ou Vingt Mois sur un Recif des Iles Auckland. Recit Authentique par F. E. Raynal. Illustre de 40 Gravures sur Bois dessinées par A. de Neuville et accompagne d’une Carte. Paris: Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie., Boulevard Saint-Germain, No. 77, 1870. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 374, [2](Errata, last blank except for colophon); title-page in red & black, portrait frontispiece, double-page map & 40 full-page plates, appendix; original quarter morocco binding by Charles Magnier, with his name at foot of spine, gilt edges; (some occasional mild foxing); a very nice copy; very scarce. Paris; Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie.; 1870. **Not in Hocken; Bagnall 4778; Spence 959; Ferguson 14751. A second edition, very similar, was issued later in the same year and a third in 1873, with fourth and fifth editions in 1877 and 1882 respectively. An English translation was published in 1874. These later editions are all more common than this first edition which is quite elusive. The book is an account of the wreck of the schooner Grafton (Captain Musgrave), by one of the survivors. Raynal was Mate and this account is taken from his diary. He also recounts his early life including eleven years spent on the Australian goldfields. The Appendix includes a short account of the loss of the Invercauld in the Auckland Isles by Captain Dalgarno, and a relation of the wreck of the General Grant. #36106**

A$450.00
59  Reed, A. W.; Editor. **CAPTAIN COOK IN AUSTRALIA.** Extracts from the journals of Captain James Cook, giving a full account in his own words of his adventures and discoveries in Australia. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 192; folding map, 5 full-page maps, 16 plates, several text illusts., index; original cloth; a fine copy in torn d/w. Wellington, A. H. & A. W. Reed, (1969). ***Beddie 692. [with]  

Reed, A. H. & A. W.; Editors. **CAPTAIN COOK IN NEW ZEALAND.** Extracts from the journals of Captain James Cook, giving a full account in his own words of his adventures and discoveries in New Zealand. Med. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. 264(last 2 blank); folding map, 3 full-page maps, 16 plates, several text illustrations, notes, index; original cloth; a fine copy in rubbed dustwrapper. Wellington, A. H. & A. W. Reed, (1969). ***Beddie 238. Together, 2 vols., as issued. #49348  A$85.00
60  Reed, A. H.: RARE BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS. The Story of the Dunedin Public Library’s Alfred and Isabel Reed Collection. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 56(last 2 blank); 8 plates, 12 text illustrations (some full-page), appendix (on an early Dickens letter); original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. Wellington; A. H. & A. W. Reed, for the Dunedin Public Library; (1986). ***Inscribed and signed by A. H. Reed. #20597

A$45.00
61 (Robertson, C. J. R.; Consultant Editor). **Reader’s Digest COMPLETE BOOK OF NEW ZEALAND BIRDS.** Roy. 4to, First Edition, first revise; pp. 320; numerous fine coloured illustrations, index of scientific names, index of common names; original canvas; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; Reader’s Digest, Reed Methuen; 1985 [1986].

***Including introduced Australian species. #38596

A$40.00
62  [Rolleston, Charles H.; Editor]. **WITH THE “RENOWN” IN AUSTRALASIA.** The Magazine of H.M.S. “Renown” December, 1919 to October, 1920. Portsmouth, Barbados, San Diego, Honolulu, Fiji, Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton, Melbourne, Sydney, Albany, Adelaide, Hobart, Samoa, Acapulco, Trinidad, St. Lucia, Grenada, Bermuda, Portsmouth. 4to, First Edition; pp. 192; full-page map, 32 plates, 5 appendices; new stiff wrappers with title label; (some occasional mild foxing and marginal staining); a very good copy; scarce. Melbourne; Australian Publishing Company Limited; N.D. [1920].  ***With portrait and message from H.R.H. the Prince of Wales [Edward] who was on the voyage, and contributions from the Captain and crew. #33473  A$75.00
63 Ross, Bob; Editor. **AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND COMPLETE BOOK OF BOATING.** New Zealand consultant editor: John Mallitte. 4to, First Edition; pp. 544(last blank); 32 coloured plates, numerous text illustrations & figures, glossary, 4 appendices, index; original papered boards; a fine copy. Sydney; Paul Hamlyn; (1972). ***Text printed throughout in blue and black.*** #38592 **A$75.00**
64  **Rowan, [Mrs.] Ellis. **THE FLOWER HUNTER.** The Adventures in Northern Australia and New Zealand of flower painter Ellis Rowan. Super roy. 8vo, New Edition; pp. viii, 216; 2 maps, coloured portrait of Mrs. Rowan & 11 coloured plates, several b/w. illustrations by Karen Carter, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Sydney); Angus and Robertson; (1991).  ***A reprint of “A Flower-Hunter in Queensland & New Zealand”, with some only of the original illustrations. #45324  

A$45.00
Royal Society: THE ROYAL SOCIETY EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC
Vol. I, pp. 828; 3 folding maps, 8 diagrams, several tables, numerous
appendices, index; Vol. II, pp. 708(last blank); 5 figures on folding sheet,
several tables, references, index; original cloth; a very good set in worn
dustwrappers; scarce. London; The Royal Society; 1948. ***Including
much on Australia, with papers by F. M[acfarlane] Burnet, E. Sherbon
Hills, Col. Lawrence FitzGerald and several others; and on New Zealand.
FitzGerald’s copy with his signature in both volumes. #18798  A$100.00
66 Rusden, G. W. **HISTORY OF NEW ZEALAND.** 3 vols., First Edition; pp. x, 656; folding map (a tear repaired), appendix, Errata slip loosely inserted; Vol. II, pp. [viii], 606, [2](blank); 4 full-page plans (at pp. 5, 433, 510, 511); Vol. III, pp. [vi], 540, 32(adv. dated Nov. 1882); double-page table, appendix, index; entirely uncut & partly unopened; a very nice, bright set in the original red cloth; scarce. London; Chapman and Hall, Limited; 1883. ***Hocken, Page 348; Bagnall 4947. This edition (of 500 copies) was suppressed consequent upon the famous libel trial, Bryce v Rusden, in which Bryce obtained heavy damages for Rusden’s assertions in the book that he had behaved brutally towards the Maoris. A Second Edition, with the libellous matter expunged, appeared in 1889. “A full and scholarly work, abounding in laborious research and criticism, discounted by strong philo-Maori views, and censure on the treatment adopted towards the natives since our first contact with them, and especially during the war of 1860-69”. - HOCKEN. Perhaps commentators of our own age would see matters differently. #1977 A$950.00
68  **Strout**, Edith Bauer. *AT HOME ON THE OCEANS*. Whales and Sharks Make Exciting Neighbours for a Professor’s Wife, Turned Able Seaman, On a Three-year Voyage Around the World [drop title]. With Illustrations from Photographs by R. S. Strout and the Author. Super roy. 8vo; pp. 33-86; 2 maps, 54 illustrations; extracted from the National Geographic Magazine; plain wrappers.  [Washington; National Geographic Society; July 1939]. ***Including Pacific, New Zealand, northern Australia, etc. #15931 A$20.00
69  **Taylor, C. R. H. ** *A PACIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY: * Printed matter relating to the Native Peoples of Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia. Thick roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxx, 492, interleaved throughout; frontispiece, folding map, errata, addenda, 2 appendices, index; original cloth; a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper; scarce. Wellington, N.Z.; The Polynesian Society; 1951. ***Memoirs of the Polynesian Society. Volume 24. One of the special copies, interleaved for notes. #48976  
A$350.00
70  Taylor, C. R. H.  **A PACIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY:**  Printed Matter relating to the Native Peoples of Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia. Thick roy. 8vo, Second Edition, revised & greatly enlarged; pp. [ii], xxx, 692; folding map, appendix, key to island groups: lists of islands therein, 96-page index; original cloth; a nice copy in repaired dustwrapper; scarce. Oxford; at the Clarendon Press; 1965. #19546  A$250.00
71 Turner, G. W. THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND. First Edition, Second Impression; pp. xii, 236; bibliography, word and phrase index and subject index; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (London); Longmans; (1966). #35057

A$45.00
72 Union Steam Ship Company: HISTORY OF THE UNION STEAM SHIP COMPANY of New Zealand, Limited 1875 - 1940. The story of a Company of world-wide scope which was founded and is managed in New Zealand. Issued by the Company in Commemoration of the Centenary of British Settlement in New Zealand, 1940. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 56; coloured plate of amorial bearings, several b/w. illustrations; original decorated cloth; a nice copy; scarce. [Wellington]; Union Steam Ship Company; 1940. #29894 A$65.00
73  **Vernon, Adele.** *THE HOIHO.* New Zealand's Yellow-Eyed Penguin. Photographs by Dean Schneider. First Edition; pp. [iv], 44; text map, numerous coloured illustrations, index; original slick illustrated boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. [New Zealand]; Hodder & Stoughton; (1991). ***Signed on title-page by Dean Schneider. Norman Wettenhall's copy, with his bookplate. #34661  

A$30.00
75  Watson, George [& others]; Editors. **THE NEW CAMBRIDGE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.** 5 vols., thick med. 8vo, First Edition; Volume I, 600-1660, pp. xxxii, [1238](2476 columns), 2477-2494(last 3 blank); Volume II, 1660-1800, pp. xxii, [1042](2082 columns, last page blank), 2085-2092; Volume III, 1800-1900, (2nd Impression), pp. xxiv, [974](1948 columns), 1949-1958(last 2 blank); Volume IV, 1900-1950, Edited by I. R. Willison, With the assistance of R. J. Roberts, M. Statham. K. J. Worth, pp. [ii], xx, [704] (1408 columns), 1409-1418(last 4 blank); Volume V, Index, Compiled by J. D. Pickles, pp. [ii], xiv, [272](542 columns, last page blank); original buckram; a fine set in dustwrappers. Cambridge; at The University Press; 1974-71-87-72-77. ***Volume I, 600-1660; Volume II, 1660-1800; Volume III, 1800-1900; Volume IV, 1900-1950, Volume V, Index. #11310

A$450.00
76 Williams, Herbert W. *A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTED MAORI TO 1900.* [with] Idem, Supplement. 2 vols., roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 200 (last 2 blank); lists of Authors & Translators, Printers, Places of Origin in original volume, index; [Supplement] pp. 24; index; original wrappers (spine to first vol. a little worn); scarce. Wellington; W. A. G. Skinner, Government Printer; 1924-28. ***Dominion Museum Monograph No. 7. #20582

A$125.00

***Ledyard sailed with James Cook on his third voyage, and witnessed his death. #38015

A$35.00
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